IFC Faces Extinction;TX Threatens
Withdrawal; Rosenberg Resigns
DPhi, Psi U. Prejudge
'Hell Week' Proposal
Following announcements by the representatives of Delta Phi and
Psi Upsilon fraternities that their houses had voted unanimously not
to consider any proposal dealing with Hell Week, Sanford M. Rosenberg '68 became the second IFC President to resign his position in
one week. At the same meeting, last Thursday night, JoseplrM. Perta
'68 announced that Theta Xi Fraternity had resolved to withdraw
from the organization if Hell Weeks were not abolished.
St. Anthony Hall representative R. Anderson Haynes '69 announced
Friday that his house is considering making its membership in the
IFC conditional upon a radical reform in the organization and revamping of its constitution to do away with the unanimous vote presently required to effect any major change. He noted that the Hall
was unanimously in favor of abolishing Hell Weeks.
Informed sources report that Phi Psi will consider a similar
resolution tomorrow night.
The situation was jeopardized, by a recent series of meetings of
fraternity presidents and Dean of Students Roy Heath. The subject
of these meetings was the possibility of changing the IFC into a council
of fraternity presidents.
Phi Psi representative William K. Marimow '69, head of the committee to draft the proposal on Hell Week abolition, said in a TRIPOD
interview last week that he would like to see such ft council "replace

Sanford M. Rosenberg
the IFC." Marimow also announced
plans to submit a proposal to his
brotherhood to have Phi Psi join
TX in dropping out of the IFC in
preference to membership in the
council of presidents.
In resigning his position as president, Kosenberg said he had be-

William K. Marimow
Joseph M. Perta
come convinced that "the IFC is than they were, Crile observed
incapable of doing- anything except that a limited "cut-downversion"
running mock trials, and soap box of Hell Week was like no Hell
derbies."
Week at all.
Tile Thursday night meetingwas
He maintained that a proposal
originally called to draft a pro- to abolish Hell Week should not
posal to abolish Hell Weeks at be considered as a value judgethe College. Under the present ment on physical hazing but
IFC constitution a unanimous vote as a "realization that the frateris required to enact any such nity system cannot survive with
change.
Tui'ning into a debate Hell Week." Crile maintained that
on the future of the system and the practice was one of the most
the "states rights" of each house,
(Continued on Page lO1)
the meeting never succeeded in
drafting the proposal.
Neither Rosenberg np.r Marimow had entertained serious hopes
of abolishing' Hell Weeks from the
time the idea was first announced
the week before last. Both realized
12, 19G7 that the unanimity clause in the
TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD
constitution would prevent its being passed. Still both were"shocked and
disappointed" at the
" blatantly selfish attitudes" of the
two _ fraternities that refused to
It was announced last week by
consider the proposal and of the
other two houses fDKE and Sigma .Jamfts Gardner, Assistant ProfesNu) who joined with Delta Phi and sor, of English, that the College
Psi U. in voting against writing has been granted $75,000 to put into effect a pilot teacher-education
a draft of it.
program during the Summer Term.
During the early stages of the
effects on the student because of idual reviews, he thought, -would meeting attempts were made to The English Department was one of
forty to be selected from over 600
eliminate
the
loss
of
students
talthe difficulty of mid-year transfer
define Hell Week. It was sugand the current draft situation. ented in areas other than math. gested that a minimum six hours applying colleges and universities.
Chanin and Pippin stressed that sleep be guaranteed each pledge The grant, authorized under Title
Both Pippin and David Chanin
'68, author of the proposal, con- the College cannot wait for the ar- and that all calisthenics be pro- .. XI of the National Defense Education Act of 1959, was made by the
sidered the initiation of the Honors rival of President-EleetLockwood hibited.
•U. S. Department of Haalth, EduScholars Program an indication or the suggestions of the CurricuSpeaking for the Hall, George cation, and Welfare.
the College no longer feels that lum Revision CommUtee to solve
Gardner has been scheduled to
an education must include the the problem, but must act im- Crile III '08 suggested that such
basic requirements. In view of mediately to save those students definitions would only serve to address a national conference of
mak« Hell Weeks seem worse some 600 institute directors in
this, Chanin commented, total now in jeopardy.
14 academic fields in Washington,
elimination of requirements is
D. c , December 14-16. He will
"only a matter of time," and he
talk on last summer's . Trinity
therefore felt that the College,
institute.
was placing "bureaucratic expedThe principal idea behind the
iency" above the student's welSpecial NDEA Institute in Engfare.
lish Curriculum: Linguistics,
Extension of exemptions only to
Rhetoric, and Literary Criticism
the Honors Scholars, they beAssistant Professor of English, accompanied a group of approx- is "the need to define the nature
lieved, was unfair to the rest of
the College community. Chanin Jamas W. Gardner, Jr., has an- imately twenty students from the of the discipline before a curricasserted that "everybody or no- nounced his intentions to file College to the "Confront the Draft" ulum can be created," said Gardcharges in New Haven early this demonstration in New Haven, F r i - ner. The Institute will bring tobody should be exempted,"
Chanin, observing that calculus week against police officers for day morning. Gardner and Minot gether departmental chairmen,
seems to give students the great- excessive use of force in the ar- had a working agreemsnt with the curriculum supervisors, and junest difficulty, noted that the Col- rest of some of the 29 demon- students that none of them would ior and senior high school principals in a series of colloquia exlege might be losing valuable strators apprehended last Friday. court arrest that morning.
people simply because they are not
Gardner and Assistant ProfesGardner's charges will spec- tending from September, 1968, to
mathematically-oriented.
Indiv- sor of English Stephen Minot, had ifically concern the arrest of one April, 1969, to discuss curriculum.
The prog-ram aims to bring seconJoshua Kircker, a 17-year-old
student in New York from Ban(Continued on Page 7)
tan, Connecticut. The boy was
thrown from the police barracade
at Gardner's feet in the area
designated for peaceful picketing.
Professor Gardner's
He landed face down on the cement. Gardner and others moved
personal memoir of the
to assist him to his feet; one of
New Haven demonstrations
the people turned out to be Kirckon p 3.
er's father Ralph, a consulting
engineer. He, Gardner, and Lee
Wallace (whose brother'. Fred
Wallace had organized the demonstration and was taken to the
Candles on Campus, p. 8
hospital "after his arraignment)
were pushed away from the body
by police officers who entered
the peaceful demonstration area.
Ford Grant news, p. 5
Gardner protested that the boy
was hurt and claims that he was
pushed back by -the police who
Next TRIPOD: Jan. 23
threatened Ms arrest. Stepping
DAVID. KNOWLTON '69 marches with demonstrators past police back to avoid arrest, he observed
(Continued on Page 8)
line in New Haven Friday morning.

JSf raity fripoi
VOL.

Senate Suggests Academic
Standing Regulation Change
The Senate voted unanimously
Sunday to ask the faculty to eliminate the automatic dismissal accompanying the second failure of
a basic requirement. Robert Pippin '70, who proposed and sent
the request to Lawrence W.
Towle, secretary of the faculty,
stressed the need for individual
consideration of each case by the
Committee on Academic Standing.
Pippin emphasized that required
withdrawal could have dangerous

Police Claim
Singers Mar
Plaza Peace
by Leonard P. Mozzi
Last Thursday night Hartford witnessed one of the most terrible
and outrageous demonstrations yet
to come in this era of civil disobedience and general unrest.
The event was sponsored by the
College's most infamous organization, the Christian Association,
and was participated in by fifteen campus radicals, eight girls
from local women's colleges, and
about eighteen vicious eight and
nine-year-olds, brought here from
Springfield,
Massachusetts by
some VISTA volunteers. These
young rebels took it upon themselves to step out of the accepted
n
°rms of our society and try to
136
spontaneous and free.
This
event, which was, by the way, a
Christmas Carol sing, was made
even more outrageous by virtue
°f the site of its occurence,
Constitution Plaza, theshowplace,
heart and soul of Hartford.
Tile group began their Carol sing
(Continued on Page 5)

Gardner to Question
Demonstrator's Arrest

(Pelersco Photo)

$75,000
Institute
Granted
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Street Choir in Boston

Golman Stars in'Lost Horizon'
Catacombs
Rock
To be Shown byFilm Society
The Film Society will close the
first half of its series in Goodwin
Theater, Sunday, with LOST HORIZON, the great film of 193 7 adapted from James Hilton's novel of
the lost paradise of Shangri-la. The
late Ronald Colman stars as Conway, the dreamer who has written
philosophical books about a Utopia
where there is no war andnoemo. tional strife. He finds it when he
discovers Shangri-la, a lost civilization high in the mountains of
Tibet.
Long esconced In Hollywood as
the "perfect Englishman," Colman was In the enviable position
of still being a leading man when
most of his contemporaries were
playing character roles. Like Leslie Howard, Colman was often cast
as "the dreamer," but more often
than not Colman's cinematic
dreams came true, whereas Mr.
Howard was usually back where he
started. An excessively shy man
in private life, Colman was one
of the few really big stars who
was never involved in notorious
Hollywood scandals; in addition,
he was one of the few of the really
big stars who could act.
His record of performances is a
testimony to that: RAFFLES, the
unemployed
genius in CHAMPAGNE FOR CAESAR, Sidney Carton in A TALE OF TWO CITIES,
Francois Villon in IF I WERE
KING, and the Shakespearean actor in A DOUBLE LIFE, for which
he won an Academy Award in
1948.
LOST HORIZON was the most
ambitious thing Columbia studios
had ever attempted up to that time.
It cost $2 million when that was
an unheard-of amount of money
for a picture, especially from i
minor studio like Columbia, which

a rock group. Their involvement*
by Michael Plummer
in the music, unlike that of many
Miles Davis at the Jazz Workgroups, seems genuine.
shop is a long, long way from the
After the first song, glancing at
Street Choir at the Catacombs.
the floor, I realized that my initial
Talking about Boston here. The
response of vague familiarity to
Workshop, usually a reasonable this dungeon was not some priestablishment, was catering to mordial remnant from my submillionaires that weekend, so we conscious as I had supposed; we.
searched for new ground.
were in a converted bowling alley??*
She and I decided to check on As a matter of fact, we were sit-1
a new place we had never heard ting at a table in the middle of|
of, the Catacombs, located on the alley five. The gutters were board- ..
wrong side of Boylston Street, ed over and painted black. And so
number eleven-twenty. The room,
it can be said that The Catacombs
when we suddenly came upon it, probably has the finest hardwood
looked like a storage cellar or floor of any night spot In Boston,
the hold of some huge, heavily
We were offered a menu of varbeamed ship. The Egyptian fig- ious drinks and pastries. I decided
ures continued on the musty brick to try the "Catacombs Blood,"
walls. They were not too uniform billed as "a delectable mixture of
and very authentic. The beams tomato juice, lime juice, and
were painted one light coat of spices served cold." Whenitcame,
black, with water stains from the I offered a sip to my date firsfc
rusting pipes shining through when "Wow," she said. Then she bit my
"WATCH I T . " (I. to r.) H. B. Warner, Isabel Jewell, Edward the light was right. The room was neck.
An experimental film by David
Everett Horton, Ronald Colman and Thomas Mitchell in LOST tastefully furnished in Mid-Twentieth Century New England Hippie. Young was shown after the Street
HORIZON. Goodwin Theater, Sunday at 8 p.m.
The Street Choir is an excellent Choir's first set. Entitled THE
rock groupwithfiveplayers:drum, KLAXIMO, it concerns a very
at that time was about the Sears- TO WASHINGTON. LOST HORRoebuck of Hollywood. Their one IZON is his masterpiece and prob- two electric guitars, electric or- beautiful and uninhibited bachelor
gan, and harmonica. The lead beachcomber girl . who is tin:
great asset was director Frank ably the movies' supreme moCapra, who made an art form out ment of unbridled romance and ad- singer Is a light-skinned black man successfully pursued by four men,
with a freedom cap and horn- The black-and-white photographs;
of "screwball" comedy and kept venture.
rimmed glasses. The rest of the ' is excellent throughout, and oftenj
the studio out of bankruptcy durAlso featured are Thomas MitChoir is cast in a Rolling Stone- superb. There are many comlcj
ing the Depression. His best films chell, in his first screen role
are among the greatest Hollywood as the absconding financier, Sam
sian mold. The singer has a really elements to the chase, but we are
films of the 193O's: IT HAPPEN- Jaffe, as the dying High Lama
fine and mellow voice; he can get perplexed about the more subtle
ED ONE NIGHT, MR. DEEDS GOES of Shangri-la, Edward Everett
away from the electric protection sinister element until the end,
TO TOWN, YOU CAN'T TAKE IT Horton, H. B. Warner, Margo,
and sound great. The organist is when we find out why the girl has
WITH YOU, and MR. SMITH GOES Isabel Jewell, and John Howard.
one of the best I've ever heard in no time for mere men.

Mohawk
makes
long vacations
longer.r.r!

MEL ERNST
BS, Accounting, PMC,
a member of Bethlehem's
1963 Lopp Course, was
trained in a number of
divisions of administrative
accounting. Now he's on
the staff of the manager of
corporate data processing.
Mel earned his MBA
(Lehigh) under our
Educational Assistance
Program.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal artB
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHI,EHEM
STIE1

Jet Mohawk i«> the holiday* Who mints to fight tlmi old l^hioned m.Uori/.ed jazz. Don't ground it. Flv it! That',
the way to an early vacation. Step al.oar.1 H Mohawk One Kfeven fun jet or 227 Vista prop Jet. Live it up a little.
Make a long . action even lo^er with Mohawk. Call Mohawk nervations in vour eitv and pot a seat now. Ami
(it you don t.nunil <iiir.w.yinp so) there's no need to make a dozen resenations. One'll do —there are plentv of
seats to go around.
And. while you're home take advantage of Weekends Unlimited. It's a vacation within a vacation. Flv anywhere
Mohawk flies for one low fare of 830.00. Oood Saturday ami Sunday or Sunday and Monday on Chris,,,^ and
Mew Years I.ly to die ski slopes, or to any of 75 cities in ten states and Canada (except Montreal). Cheek the
Mohawk schedule m your eitv.

fI

Have a merry"-

MOHAWKt
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New Haven, Conn., Friday, Dec. 8, 1967:
A PERSONAL MEMOIR

by James Gardner

5:30 a.m. a sleepy drive to the
Trinity Campus over. Talcott
Mountain from home in Simsbury
and the earliest one I have ever
made. It is an absurd hour of
neither night nor day, and a tiresome rain slicks soggy leaves onto the highway. I have had four
hours sleep, having stayed up to
one o'clock writing a press release announcing a U.S. Government grant of $75,000 to the College
for a National Defense Education
Act I am to direct next summer.
I touch my pocket to see if the
news release is there to deposit
in the campus mail and am suddenly aware of being about to
become a minor part of a very
large and bizarre incongruity; for
after dropping this news of an
NDEA grant in the mail, I am going to drive a station wagon full
of students and myself to an Induction Center to attempt to persuade other young men not to contribute to what many consider
the essential defense of the same
government that will support as
gentle an enterprise as a Summer
Institute in linguistics and rhetoric and literary criticism. On the
car radio, the only news is of
the current prices of livestock,
dairy produce and vegetables. I
learn the market cost of an apple
that an
hour later is to sail
from behind me past my head as
I walk with seven students from a
New Haven parking lot toward the
Yale campus to join five hundred^
other sleepy students and teachers
about to commit what many consider treason. The young man just
off a night shift who threw the
apple after we walked past must
have reasoned so.
6:10 Mather Hall. Twenty-some
students and Steve Minot are standing about, yawning themselves
awake and staring out at an unremitting black rain. Steve is
dressed in jacket and tie, neat
white raincoat and business hat.
He is very clean-shaven and looks
like a young suburban commuter
who missed his train for Madison
Avenue to find himself suddenly
in the midst of an actors' workshop in rehearsal of a play about
student demonstrators. But there

(Petersen Photo)

is scattered, easy, early-hour talk,
and. Stephen Minot is not out of
place. As I walk upstairs from
mailing my letter, I look more
carefully at the two dozen of us
and spot some students from my
classes, see many I do not know.
What interests me is the dress
most wear. It evokes immediate
memories
of
a winter of
continuous civil rights demonstrations in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina in 1962-63 where some
hundred or so of us accumulated
nearly two thousand arrests trying to open thirteen "hold-out"
businesses to Negroes. The costume of demonstration and arrest
is the same in some essences,
though, beautifully more varied
than the costume of most occupa"ons. it is practical dress in
"s meeting of many needs. You
w
ear not only what can be stood

(Petersen Photo)

in and slept in comfortably forun- becoming a marshal, I am asked
predictably long periods of time, questions that I can't answer.
but you wear what can be torn " When do we start?" " How far
if it has to be, and be rained on. is it to the Induction Center?"
And the colder the weather the "Where do the CD. (Civil Disosafer you are because you can bedience) people go?" At the mohave to ask
wear thicker padding to put more ment, I would
between you and a pavement or a directions to find my car again, but
fist or a nightstick.
But the at the same time I know what a
demonstrator's
garb serves marshal in a demonstration does.
another kind of need as well: the You walk along outside the line of
need to confirm the individual com- march and try to keep people from
plexity and particularity that is a being hit by cars and you keep
part of his sudden apartness when the line closed up and you look
to see what the other marshals
are doing.
'"We don't
7:30 We line up and move out
ivant violence.""
off the campus, across the New
his body itself becomes a public Haven, Green, and along the sidepolitical agency.
walks toward the Induction Center.
As we sort ourselves out into We fill two blocks and some take
cars for the caravan to New Haven, pictures of themselves doing so
I muse over the fact that the rich- More and more very large policeest and most powerful and in some men
in yellow rain
slickers
respects the freest large country appear. Pedestrians stare in mixin the world, has produced a gen- tures of annoyance, surprise, and
eration of middle and upper class hostility,,. ••?.., Cars, backed , up for
students to whom not only the cos- blocks at major intersections blow
tume but all the other elaborate their horns: and race their motors.
arcana of civil disorder, demon- I wonder if I invent the impression
stration, and conscientious law- or receive it that many onlookers
breaking has become as familiar rather smugly confirm their preand casual a lore as how to soup dictions that an anti-war deup a '39 Ford was in my under- monstration would contain, a high
graduate days. What is the en- percentage of beards and unforced education of the slums has • conventional dress. I find mycuriously and wondrously become self
wishing for a moment
transformed into the deliberated that more of us looked .like Steve
acquired knowledge of students Minot or Richard Ohmann, Editor
whose parents still innocently pre- of COLLEGE ENGLISH at Weslefer the term "police officer" to yan, whom I find myself marshal"cop" and, who would need a glos- • ing across an intersection. Then
sary for
such lexicon as "the the first really angry reaction
fuzz" and "CD." or a Krishna comes. A well-dressed man beside me In his car in the street
chant.
6:45 Something vaguely recalling dawn drips over New Haven
•'Don't hit him
as we arrive. On the radio we
learn the details of a White House
wedding and after an insurance ad,
again; he's hurt.'"
that "our" forces have killed
another 252 Viet Cong. The salty lowers a window, leans his head
excitement of incongruity ends as out, and yells at the top of his
we leave the car in a lot near voice, "You all ought to be lined
Yale and gather in, in straggles, up and shot: every goddamned
toward a chapel where we shall one of you," Then he begins blowbegin a temporary suspension of ing his horn. I now am glad
belief in what a majority of our and proud we look exactly as
student and faculty colleagues odd and varied and unaccountable
would find comfortable or nor- as we do. That man's anger
and his quite possibly considered
mal political behavior.
7:15 The sky clears a bit out- opinion is why I am here hiking
side the chapel. Some sparrows along a New Haven street. That
make a try at confirming morning, is where the phony rhetoric and
and we are given small mineo- the direct lies, false causes and
graphed badges to pin on our improvised goals--and ultimately
clothing with a bright new brass the napalm and the body counts--of
indefensible war begin.
safety pin. The badge has a dove this
on it and the words "We don't And that is why, without emwant violence." The pinning on barrassment, I find myself chant"Don't go!" "Don'tgo!" "Don't
of this statement of intention seems ing
go!" to the one small group of
superfluous on the lawn of the inductees we actually are to see
Yale campus. I feel that always this morning entering the Induction
initially-present loss of dignity and Center. Less than twenty-four
personalness as I fasten on to my- hours earlier I wa.s employself this announcement of intention ing a long, painstaking and exthat one would normally think self- pensive education to work my way
evident.
(It is to prove" very through the subtleties of Plato's
important within half an hour.) PHAEDRUS with a class of freshA few minutes later I am further men; now I stand shouting posdecorated with an orange armband sibly treasonous pleas at another
that marks me as a "marshal." group of non-students. ConsidAn unfederal marshal. I am to ered over a pipe and sherry, the
be consulted in emergencies; I am two activities are perhaps mutually
now supposed to know what's go- exclusive. I now challenge my
ing on. Almost immediately after

faculty colleagues who find them
so to test their theses in the intricate laboratory of the streets.
8:00 We arrive at the Center
and are penned into an area a
block long1 and about twelve feet
wide between two rows of yellow
saw horses backed up by parallel
yellow-slickered policemen with
night sticks in their hands. There
are five hundred of us; less than
a hundred of them. That, fact
seems to weigh upon them. I
find myself somewhat nervously
confirming- the fact that my badge
is still on. "We don't want violence." I want them to read it.
Their general demeanor would
suggest that they had not read
it. What they do read (with here
and there a look of combined dismay and disbelief) is a small,
very young girl with an infant
asleep in a camping carrier on
her back. Later her father carries
her.
Further clown the line a
•conventionally
dressed
man
swings his dead legs along on two
aluminum crutches that have the
look of permanence. He thoughtfully cuts across at intervals from
one side of the long oval chain
march we have made of ourselves
to the other so that we will not
block the flow of traffic. We
are all quiet and serious.
8:15 Or maybe 8:30.
I do
not check my watch, but I have
made maybe two circuits of our
picket line between the yellow barriers, I round the end where "the
CD people" are standing. Three
or four of them move, not at all
suddenly, toward the line of saw
horses nearer the Induction Center. They seem merely to stroll
off out of the loose aggregate
of CD'ers and approach the barriers. One stoops to crawl underneath.
Another quite small
boy near me puts his two hands
on the top of the yellow barrier
and begins to lift a leg to cross.
He moves no more precipitately-his action is later to be called
a "lunging charge" on TV and
radio--than one would move to
climb a fence in a cross-country
amble. The difference is that there
are
two policemen standing
directly opposite him. He could
not possibly be about to assault
them because at the moment the
first nightstick cracks--it is the
sound of breaking pumpkins-across his head and shoulders, both
his hands are gripping the sawhorse barrier, and one leg is
rather awkwardly in the air; In
an instant he is hoisted over the
barrier by what polite people call
"police officers" or "law enforcement officials", thrown to the pavement, and flailed away at with

position. His face is flat down
in the wet asphalt of a New Haven
street. I begin to bend down to
help him up and find myselfjoined
by two other picketers who move
to turn him over. He is lying
exactly in the middle of the area
set aside for peaceful, nonCD picketing. Just as his face
is being rolled over by a middleaged man beside me on his knees
to my right, a large yellowslickered arm, preceded by a fist,
strikes my chest and nearly seats
me on the pavement. I get up
just in time to step back from an
attempt of another uniformed arm
to grab my overcoat lapel and am
yelled at to move back or be arrested. Just then the sticks are
down
again over the upper
shoulders of the middle-aged man
whose hands are holding the boys
face up off the street, I hear
three voices screaming "Don't hit
him again; he's hurt!" and realize
one of them is my voice. The
other two adults try to shield the
boy's very white face with their
bodies. They are crouched over
him on their knees facing the cops,
so that there is very little room
left for the sticks to work in.
One fuzz says "Hell, he's nothurt;
give 'im here; he's not hurt."
Another finds that by using his
stick lengthwise in jabs, he can
still get it to the boy. The stick
misses and finds the mouth of the
middle-aged
man who is still
pleading "Leave him alone-, he's,
hurt." The sound is like breaking an egg shell. In another s e -

(Peters en Photo)

cond, at least two, maybe three,
pairs" of hands have the boy's
hair and jaw and shoulders. They
drag him up and back over the
yellow saw horse. His eyes have
never fully opened. On the other
side of the barrier, he is repeatedly struck as he is twisted and dragged into the nearest door of the
Induction Center. All this has
happened in less than twoor three
minutes, but it unrolls in my mind
now with all the lengthy tedium of
a Warhol movie. I suddenly find
myself being a marshal. I have
extended rny arms,
my back
to the crowd of picketers, 'who
have pushed toward the action,
I am telling them to move back,
move back, don't get hit, : The
detail that now locks in focus is a
glimpse of white--a handkerchief,
a piece of paper? on the dark
jacket of the kid as he is dragged up out of his father's hands-the middle-aged man who had lifted
the boy's face off the pavement
turns out (as life begins imitating art) to have been his father.
I
try to
puzzle out, as I
stand holding a crowd back^what
that piece of white could have
been. At that moment another piece
of white catches the corner of my
eye: The lower corner. It is
pinned on my lapel and.has been
torn.
It is the same piece of
white paper that I have seen
as the boy went keelhauling ; over
the barrier, pulled by his ha;ir by

fist and stick. In as brief an
instant--I have stopped to watch as
I would watch an accident--he is
lifted up again and thrown back
over the yellow saw horse-.-my
mind's eye still holds him horizontal in mid-air at least four
feet off the ground--to land face the law enforcement officials. It
down at my feet. He twitches has a dove on it and the words: .
once, then struggles to pull his "We don't want violence."
knees up to something like a foetal
To be continued.
.
.
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Saltonstall Inaugurates Lectureship
Supports Johnson Viet Nam Policy
by David Green
The First Annual Martin W.
Clement Memorial Lecture was
delivered by Leverett Saltonstall
on.December 7; 1967 in Mather
Hall. Speaking on "The Congress, ional Role in American Defense
Policy," the former Senator from
Massachusetts discussed
the
methods by which Senate , power
could be applied in order to influence the policy of the Administration.
Saltonstall cited a resolution
passed by the Senate which calls
for Congressional approval of the
commitment of American troops
to any part of the world as an example of Congressional influence.
He said that he was not sure as
to whether this resolution, which
was sponsored by Senator Fulbright, was a result of President
Johnson's Vietnam Policy.
Explaining his own position on
Vietnam, Saltonstall
declared,
"I've supported President Johnson because I thought it was the
only realistic thing to do. I've
thought in the middle of the night
many, many times what I would
do if I had his responsibilities.
Today, while you get many ideas
from very responsible people, I
haven't seen any that I would call
really realistic, and I think that
until we find some policy that is
a realistic one - that is different
from our policy at the present
time - I would support the President."
Saltonstall stated that he was
against a bombing pause "unless
there is some evidence of negotiations. Now we have had bombing, pauses two or three timss
without any results of any character. You've got to have two people

MAL DOMINY
BSEE, Union,
is assistant electrical
foreman of our giant plate
mill at Burns Harbor,
Ind.—a highly automated
mill using solid state
devices for power
conversion equipment.
Mai's duties include both
technical aspects of
operation and maintenance
and supervision of a large
crew of craftsmen.
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to negotiate."
According to Saltonstall, most
of the Congressional power to
control the Administration's defense policy comes from the Senate Armed Services Committee
and the Senate Appropriations
Committee which controls manpower and material. In reference
to the supply of manpower, he
stated that the draft is essential
in today's world.
In the question and answer period, which followed the Senator's
formal remarks, Saltonstall declared that he doesn't want to
believe "that the United States
has a vested interest in Vietnam."
He admitted that Senators are

subjected to a great deal of pressure from industrial complexes,
but that they are aware of their
responsibility to be wary of outside pressure.
In response to a question about the
extent of C.I.A. operations around
the world, Saltonstall acknowledged that the C.I.A. has been involved
in the overthrow of a government
in "one or two instances," but that
their operations are greatly exaggerated.
Saltonstall also claimed that
based on his experience witli the
President, lie does not think that
Johnson is playing politics in
his handling of the war, but the
Senator did not believe that John-

son will be re-elected.
Commenting on the extent of
Congressional
influence
on
President Johnson's war policy
during an interview with
the
TRIPOD, Saltonstall said, "The
Congress can express its opinion
and, of course, the recent Senate
resolution, or the resolution of
the Foreign Relations Committee
on sending troops in tlia future is
merely an expression of opinion:
it has no legal force of any character."
The Senator declared his support of an individual's right to
disagree with government policy.
"I'm one of the 91 who joined
with formsr Senator Paul Doug-

Leverett Saltonstall
las and President Eisenhower and
President Truman with that socalled freedom group. I feel very
strongly that there should be freedom of expression, freedom of
writing, and all the freedoms
that we want, but that does not
mean that you can carry that to
the extent of breaking the law."
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Moore Discusses War, Slums
by David Green
On Saturday evening, Paul
Moore, Jr., Suffragan Bishop of
(he Diocese of Washington, D.C.,
who Is well known for his work
in underprivileged
areas, expressed his views on the.war in
Vietnam, religion, and American
social problems during an interview for the TRIPOD. The following are abridged excerpts from
that interview.
* TRIPOD: In what way, do you
feel, can an individual best express his opposition to the war
in Vietnam?
MOORE: I think it depends who
you are and where you are. I'm
but one small person. I do what
I can. AH the people in my diocese know where I stand on
peace - people in Washington know
" and what good that does I don't
know. I participate to some ex-,
tent in part of the peace movement, but I haven't gotten really
into it. It isn't my thing. But

I do what I can. But you know
there is nothing new about war.
I don't mean that I'm not horrified by it. But it's been going
on for as long as there have
been human beings. So it doesn't
affect my faith. It isn't as if
suddenly there is war and there
had never been war before. The
Christian faith was put together
at a time when it was, if anything, more barbaric.

TRIPOD: As an Episcopal bisIf a guy comes to me for hop, was it difficult for you to
establish relationships with blacks
advice, of course I don't tell
him to fight. I wouldn't urge who live in the shims?
him to hand in his draft card MOORE: I went back to a funI wouldn't urge him '.o go to
eral in Jersey City for a very
war. No matter what you do
as a draft candidate, you've good friend of mine who was
got a problem, that is if you killed in the street. It was a very
sad occasion, but there were mayhave doubts about the war in
Vietnam. If you believe in the be 20 people there who I had known
war, you don't have a problem - and loved. I hadn't seen them for
you go over and you fight. But a long time, and they loved me.
as a Christian, I don't see how We fell into each other's arms.
you could possibly not have some . They were black, poor, one of
qualms about that. You go an1 them was drunk. They weren't
upper-middle-class lawyers. Durfight for something you don't ing
the riots in Jersey City in
believe in - that's bad. You go 1964,
they were standing in the
street, and people were throwing
molotov cocktails at the cops,
and there was about 15 kids around
me that I used to know who are
men now,

CAREERS IN STEEL

Our representative will be on campus
:
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to graduate school and you don't
really want to be a dentist -that's
bad. You break the law by not
going - that's bad. Unless you happen to be a Quaker, and you can
prove that you've always been an
absolute pacifist,
you have a
problem. I think that it's bad
moral theology to be an absolute
pacifist. I couldn't be an absolute
anything . . .
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to interview candidates for Bethlehem's 196B
Loop Course training program.
THE LOOP, C O U R S E trains selected col-,
lege graduates with management potential for
careers with Bethlehem Steel. The Course begins
in early July and consists of. three phases:
(I) orientation at our headquarters in Bethlehem,
Pa.; (2) specialized training in the activity or
field for which the Looper was selected; and
(3) on-the-job training which prepares him for
more important responsibilities.
OPPORTUNITIES are available for men interested in steel plant operations, sales, research,
mining, accounting, finance, and olhcr activities.
DEGREES required are mechanical, metallurgical, electrical, chemical, industrial, civil,mining, and other engineering specialties; also
chemistry, physics, mathematics, business administration, and liberal arts.
If you expect to be graduated before July, 1968,
and would like to discuss your career interests
with a Bethlehem representative,- see your
placement officer to arrange for an interview
appointment—and be sure to pick up a copy of
our booklet "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." Further information can be
obtained by writing to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016.

They ( would move out
of our conversation to throw a
few more bricks at the cops, and
then come back to have a nice
visit. What I'm trying to say is
that I've known and loved, and I
think been accepted by the kind of
people who are in the city, and who
are taking part in the riots; I
know them. But if I went in there
from scratch, I'd have a heck of
a time communicating - I have
in Washington. But I go back to
where I've known people - where
they lived in my house - and at
least until last summer we had a
very deep relationship.--
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Knapp Predicts Ford
Challenge Fulfillment
"As long as people within the
organization continue to work at
an accelerated pace, I am confident that we will reach the
Ford goal," said Harry Knapp,
Asst. Director of Development,
Thursday.
The Ford challenge
grant to the College requires it
to raise 6.6 million dollars to
receive 2.2 million, and expires
July 30, 1968.
By December 1, 1967, a total of
$5,552,628 consisting principally
of cash had been raised to meet
the grant. This also includes negotiable securities and $80,000
worth of gifts in kind, such as
books and paintings. The figure
does not include a recent gift of
$150,000 by an anonymous Hartford businessman, which
also
counts toward the grant.
The College also has §955,904
worth of pledges, which must be
redeemed in cash by the target
date. Only concrete funds are
matched by Ford.

CAMPUS
NOTES
Blood Drive
The Red Cross is making a
special Christmas appeal
for
blood on December 18 and 19,
Special representatives will contact students who have permission slips registered with the
College. Appointments are from
11:30 to 4;30 in the Washington
Koom.

Religion Colloquium
Dr. Roland H. Bainton of Yale
will speak to the Religion Colloquium on "Erasmus and the
Helormation" at 4 p.m. Friday
in Alumni Lounge.

How to plan
your trip to Europe
with MSA.
Save up to 60% on air fares
and accommodation.
Only NSA (National Student Association), can
offer you these savings, because we are a nonprofit organization, run exclusively for students.
Look at NSA's complete travel services.
• International student I.D. card which gives you
huge savings on lodging, restaurants, transportation,
museums, galleries, theaters and stores.
• Student Trips and Study Programs, A complete
selection of trips, tours, and study programs.
A unique opportunity to meet and get to know
students from other countries.
• Official Student Travel Publications. Three
invaluable guides, which give you a wealth of
information on accdmmodations, transportation,
restaurants, sights, nightlife, shopping. All
tailored to student tastes and budgets.
Start your planning now, over Christmas.
Clip the Coupon.
U.S.National Student Association (E.T.I.)
263 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016.
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The bulk of the 8.8 million total
is earmarked for the completion
of the Life Science building, originally budgeted at $2.4 million,
and the George M. Ferris athletic
building, originally at 2.2 million.
Of the rest, two million is to go
for faculty salary endowments, 1.7
million for student scholarship endowments, and half a million for
the Watkinson library. Because
of increased construction costs on
the two buildings, it is necessary
to raise at least one million over
the Ford goal, to insure that the
last three may be carried through
successfully.
.In addition to money raised by the
Ford grant, the College collected
$1,028,500 from the Capital Fund
drive, which was begun in January, 1965. This amount was donated before the Ford grant's beginning in July, 1968, and so is
ineligible. This money has been
heavily cut into by the $320,000
Jar vis renovations and the building of the high-rise dormitory.
The total raised by the. College
since January 1, 1965, stands at
$7,687,032.
Of this sum, $1,870,912, about
25%, is from the 27 Trustees of
the College. Other Alumni have
given $1,291,470, or 17%. Other
major sources of funds have been
corporations who have been r e sponsible for $1,042,250, or 14%,
and foundations for $1,005,840, or
13%.
The balance comes from
parents and friends of the College.
Much of the money is designated
for a specific object. A large
gift is generally so marked, said
Knapp, because the giver has been
sold by the College on a particular use. Among alumni, half
of whom have graduated since
1953,
the greatest appeal is
the Life Sciences Building, with
the Ferris athletic plant popular
among the older graduates.

Carolers. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
at the Plaza Clocktower singing
rabble-rousing songs such as" Joy
to the World" and shouting in loud
voices "Merry Christmas!" Many
of the shoppers were drawn to the
singers and joined in with them
singing and wishing a Merry
Christinas to both the singers and
other shoppers. The children from
Springfield were all singing' and
laughing and holding up signssaying, "Merry Christmas," "WeLove
You" and "Sing Along."
The group then moved along the
Plaza, towards the fountain, hoping to instill even more people with
the Christmas spirit. As they
walked along singing" Silent Night"
the incident was finally called to a
halt by one of the Plaza's special
policemen. With firm resolve he
told the demonstrators that they
must cease their Carol singing and
spreading of Christmas Spirit and
leave the Plaza. When questioned
why, the guard searched his conscience and replied, "I don'tknow,
I'm only following orders,"
The man who issued the order
turned out to be the lieutenant of the
Burns Detective Agency, in charge
of the night guard. When questioned by two of the carolers as to what
they did wrong, he said, "You've
sung quite enough. It was bad
enough that you stood in one place
singing, but then you had to walk
around." He also stated that the
group could be arrested for breach
of the peace, if they didn't leave.
The group left peaceably singing
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing," and
one of the eight-year-olds was
heard to reply dehant]y to the
Plaza policeman, "Well, Merry
Christmas anyway."
The group plans to return to the
Plaza again this week and sing
more carols. I certainly hope that
no more Trinity students are drawn
into this obviously communistinspired movement.

LETTERS to the chairman

{Trinity

'oneness'

EDITORIAL SECTION
DECEMBER 12, 1967

Juncture
The Inter-fraternity Council as presently structured is incapable of coping with the problems of adaptation within the academic community. It is to these questions that the attention of
the fraternity system will increasingly be called in the future.
The question of abolition of Hell Week has been only the
catalyst pointing out the inadequacies of the present IFC constitution. The challenge facing the various houses now is to
look beyond points of either "clean hands" or " s t a t e s " rights
in an effort to modernize and to make workable the government
of the fraternities at the College.
There is a definite need to reform, especially in the realm
of fraternity activities which overlap the affairs of the academic
community. At a time when several fraternities, notably Theta
Xi, are making efforts to become more consistent with the evolving
concept of the college community, it behooves all fraternities
to vote within the IFC for more flexibility of self-government —
namely the replacement of the unanimity clause with a system
of majority (2/3) rule. To withdraw from the Council before
such a vote is taken would be premature.

While the IFC's irresponsible handling of last year's physical
hazing infraction and of this year's inadequate confrontation
with those who defend a Hell Week is indefensible, the question
which should initiate the possibility of withdrawal should arise
from frustrated efforts to rework the Constitution of the IFC —
the basis of the problem — and not from unsatisfactory results
in trying to impose a needed maturity upon the system.
. The IFC must be revamped or .another body created which
will afford the fraternity system obligatory representation by
all and majority vote. This is the essential question.
Any intentions of leaving the IFC before such a question
is raised should be reconsidered. Any design, upon pulling out
at all should be couched in immediate plans to re incorporate
into a more workable system.
Fraternities at the College need a forum for evaluation, a
governing body and an accurately representational voice. If efforts
at reform have been tendered and iiave failed, it will be time
for the responsible brotherhoods to seek individual paths to a
more consistent stance within the academic community.
At this juncture the guilt of fragmentation will clearly lay
at the doorstep of the shortsighted.
.
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TO THE CHAIRMAN:
Weighed on a scale of retrospect, any of the fear, discomfort, or anguish suffered before
"Hell Week" is far outweighed
by the unity - the sense of
"oneness,"
that this period
achieves. A pledge class, none
of whom, naturally, live in the
fraternity house, go into hell week
as distinct and separate parts of
the Trinity campus. After three
days of working, living, "experiencing" . together they become a
bound unit. A unit which understands the importance of brotherhood. A unit which understands its
responsibility to the house, and a
unit which has achieved a pride
in the fraternity and a pride in
itself. Once hell week is abolished a solitary entrance to the
sea is dammed, and no pledge
will ever understand or appreciate the attainment of fraternal
brotherhood.
The first semester pledge class
of Sigma Nu
(Ed. Note: Sura!)

'rejoinder'
TO THE CHAIRMAN:.
Mr. McLoughlin's comments
upon the conduct of American
industry exhibit a. rare degree of
that very naivete which he purports to criticize. In the first
place, it must be recognized that
ours Is a mixed economy in which
government assumes a large proportion of total expenditure . . .
expenditure which is undertaken

not with a view toward profit
maximization but with a view to
maximizing some social welfare
function. At any rate, it would
be absurd to assert that the
economic "success of the nation"
is solely assignable to corporate
profit. If we intend to evaluate
the conduct of the American economy, we must view that economy
as a highly complex system in
which non-profitable expenditure
plays a formidable role. Equally
misleading (and tending to contradict his own argument) is Mr.
McLoughlin's opinion that corporations, in addition to profitmaking, are altruistically engaged
in the support of charitable institutions. It might occur to him
that these activities are somehow
related to the often overwhelming
monopoly power enjoyed by some
of these corporations and that
a purely competitive firm would
hardly have an opportunity to
divert its profits into areas of
such questionable
return. The
fact that these funds are distributed in a charitable fashion
is of little consolation when we
consider that their source is the
devalued dollar of exploited consumers.
In returning to the concept of
a mixed economy, we must realize that government expenditure
is responsible to the taxpayers
and. electorate who support it.
But the preferences of these
parties, when they entrust their
funds to the public sector, are no
longer revealed . . . at least as
they would have been with dollarvotes in the market place. Con-.
sequently, we find ourselves in
a position where a political system has replaced the market

mechanism in deciding how a
number of resources are to be ''
allocated . . . in which all individuals must adhere to the group
decision whose preferences are
usually expressed by the officials
they elect. It becomes apparent
that such a superstructure is open
to corruption and may often be
inefficient in revealing what are
now "social" wants. It enables
a government to invest in war and
the production of munitions, etc.,
under the guise of public support
when in reality, individual, or
perhaps even group preference
would reveal entirely different
wants . . . wants that might not
be so contradictory to social
welfare and the maintenance of
human dignity . , . wants whose
revelation might leave the napalm
workers gloriously unemployed.
BRUCE E. JOHNSON 'G8T

'jim-dandy'
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
Mr. McLoughlin, far more than
Mr, Seitchik, confirms a fear of
America's "economic illiterates."
The Adam Smith of Trinity College gives the impression of.
someone swimming so hard with
the current that he fails to hear
the waterfall ahead. Regardless
of whether or not America CAN
move a muscle, enlightened opin:
ion such as this will insure that
she won't.
With all due respect to the
propaganda qualities of the letter, which almost bludgeons an
innocent reader into submission,
there seems to be a gap some(Continued on Page 7)

IT'S IN THE AIR
Black Rebellion

by James Kaplan
(Editor's Note: Due to an
oversight, various paragraphs
of last: week's column were
deleted. The editors apologize,
to their readers and to Mr.
Kaplan for this error.)
The American Democracy since
its inception has perpetrated upon
Negro Americans continuing injustice. Today it offers them exclusion, discrimination, lack of
equal opportunity, general social
inequity. No man who claims humanitarian ideals can defend the
existence of these forms of oppression.
Few today are blind and crass
enough to deny outright social
injustice towards Negroes. But
a new myth has evolved to take
the place of the old. Today, the
standard apology argues that conditions are continually improving.
This is not necessarily true.
It is true that .American, race
relations have improved since
slavery. Negroes are.better off
than they were fifty or twentyfive years ago. But whites are
better off also. Relative to the
position of whites, blacks have
since the Korean War been suffering increasing inequality. According t o \ Charles Silberman's'
"CRISIS IN BLACK AND WHITE,
p. 42, personal income of black
Americans as a proportion of personal income of white Americans
has declined from 57% in. 1952
to 53% in 1962, dropping lower by
1967. As technological change accelerates, the gap between the predominantly Negro underclass and
the rest of the society will widen
still further in terms of personal
income,
unemployment rates,
quality of housing, education, and
public services, police justice, and
most other offerings of America.
But even if inequality were decreasing, that would be no argu-

ment against its complete abolition immediately. The sin is not
that inequality if increasing, or
not decreasing fast enough, but
that it exists at all. How many
more years should inequality be
accepted?
In answer, the Freedom Move- :
ment demands complete social
justice now. This ultimate goal is
increasing in urgency today, witha
new program for fulfillment. For
one hundred years, Negroes have
trusted White Power for their salvation; repeated lessons of betrayal have taught black people they
need their own power equal to
that of whites.
Consequently,
Black Power is now the immediate
goal and the battle cry of the fight
for equality.
The Freedom Movement has
tried strategies of economic selfdevelopment, electoral: politics
and pressure, and community or- .
ganizing.. None of these have prevented the social gap from widening. The turn towards rebellion,
with its concommitants of separatism, disruption, destruction of
property, and armed violence, is
the direct product of the failures
of the alternative strategies. If
there is rebellion, it is because
whites did not allow social justice
earlier.
Today terribly upset, liberals
now talk love and brotherhood to
the black radicals. It seems more
appropriate that they should lecture love and brotherhood to those
who
maintain current racial
oppression. These pure souls tell
the black man sprawled on the
floor to love the white man
standing on his neck. They ignore
however, that their message tells
the black man to leave that foot
crushing his neck, to remain in
his lower caste. And they forget the ancient yet true proverb
that brotherhood is possible only
between equals. If they want bro-

therhood, the liberals should join
the fight for justice.
The liberals now complain of
separatism. They refuse to understand the necessity of an oppressed people to unite against*
their oppressors.' They refuse to
see that the oppressed must control their own struggle, lest they
substitute one alien master for a
new one. Essentially, they have
no faith in the capacity of Negroes for self-determination, and
would rather sympathetic whites
make the mistakes than let blacks
do so.
Liberals mumble about "racism
• in reverse", displaying incomprehension of the problem of cultural
identity, When blacks attempt to
expurgate the self-hatred taught to
them by whites, liberals scent
black nationalism. They double
their efforts for assimilation of
blacks into white culture, thus
re-iterating, the old tale of black
inferiority.
This they call "integration". When Negroes prepare
for the honest integration of two
equal peoples from an equal
cultural base by building up American Negro culture, liberals accuse^
them of hatred of American Anglo-Saxon culture. Through paranoid reasoning, anyone who asserts independence from white
America is an enemy of white
America. When backed upbypressure, it is unfortunately a selffulfilling reasoning.
Above all, Liberals moan abou'
violence, They wail as if blacK
rebellions were injecting violence
into an otherwise tranquil situation. They ignore numerous con'
tradictory facts.
First, violence is endemic to
ghetto poverty. Any urban police
officer can substantiate this fact,
The already present violence will
remain as long as poverty and
racism remain. The white liber(Continued on Page 10)
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ing concept,
as a theoretical
corporation goal, as the cost of
productive inputs, as interest r e turn, ani as a popular connotation
of personal welfare in general (i.e.,
to profit from something). Indeed,
(Continued from Page 6)
our culture does run on "profit."
where in the background or intel- In those terms, so does any other
ligence of the author. One get viable industrial system, including
ligence of the author. One gets National Socialism and Communism (in the latter of which the inthe impression that the poor fellow hasn't read enough, nor un- dustries are, of course, run by
derstood much of the little he hirelings, while the ultimate ownership supposedly rests with all
has.
the citizens represented by the
There is not time to waste
enumerating the illogical pat- government.) I must admit that
the inclusion of variable factor
terns, the misleading implications,
nor the simplistic and irrelevant costs (i.e., wages) with the more
generalizations. I would like to traditional return to entrepreneurmention that it is fairly ridicu- ial risk could constitute a pregnant
lous to use profit as an account- chang-e in economic definition. The
originality and sophistication of
some of our freshmen is truly
amazing.

LETTERS

Institute...
(Continued from Page 1)
dary school teachers up to date
and improve the quality of instruction given to them by helping colleges create better methods of
teacher-education. According to
Gardner, the greatest impediments
of improved teacher-education in
the past have been "the snobbery
of college professors towards s e condary school teachers" and the
tendency among college professors
"to look down upon education
courses." "Good secondary school
teachers," he continued, "must
combine many more skills than we
(college professors) do."
The Institute will encompass two
activities: a short-term, special
institute, which has been scheduled
from June 24 to August 16; and a
part-time, in-service institute,
which will operate during the 196869 academic year. The in-service
phase of the program will correct
the deficiencies in follow-up and
feedback apparent in previous programs. The participants in this
part of the program will
meet
weekends and will have more control j-oyer s this phase than in the ;
••i&rmlr p & g r a i r i
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The new Institute will be a continuation and expansion of last
year's Sum Tier Institute, in, which
studies were made of curricula
consisting of rhetoric, literary
criticism, and linguistics. In the
previous program,. Paul Smith,
Associate Professor of English,
taught literary criticism. Three
other instructors were imported
to teach methods^ rhetoric, and
linguistics.
Gardner will serve as director
of the Institute, while J. Bard McNulty, head of the English Department, will serve as co-director.' The staff will consist of
between four and eight instructors.
Approximately forty full-time and
an undetermined number of parttime people will be enrolled in
the program.
.
Professor Smith was a featured
speaker at the annual fall meeting of the Connecticut Council of
Teachers of English, a professional group. He an3 others at the
meeting reviewed the theses of
the previous summer pjrogram.
Earlier this year, the College
was given official commendation
by the U. S. Office of Education
for its interest in curriculum
studies. The source of, these
studies of curriculum was the
late Frederick L. Gwynn.
McNultys. department is presently working on a revised graduate program which will be more
. suited to the preparation
of
teachers. Over 200 people are
now participating in his graduate
courses, working for the Masters
degree.

Correction
The ••• Curriculum

Revision

Committee
has not yet
corresponded with Presidentelect Lockwood, as was mistakenly reported in the November 21 issue of The TRIPOD.

'blinded3

TO THE CHAIRMAN:
It seems that those who write
letters to the chairman berating
the naivete of other contributors
are often guilty of dealing in som«
rather
gross
superficialities
themselves. I am moved to comment on some of the points raised
by John McLoughlin in the last
TRIPOD. Mr. MjLoughlin's selfproclaimed economic literacy has
blinded him to one rather important consideration, the sanctity
of human life.
In criticism of Michael Seitchik,
McLoughlin comments that Seitchik would be so naive as to sacrifice American lives saved by the
use of napalm in Viet Nam for the
sake of some sort of nobility, a
word which is distinctly out of
place in McLoughlin's letter. ReWe will be hearing so many pol- gardless of the legitimacy of the
killing Vietemics on supporting nation and war, Americans
business (and motherhood, etc.) namese in Viet Nam und all, Mcin the next year, that I, alas, Loughlin has lost sight of the
had hoped for a little sanity be- fact that a human life is a valuable
fore the campaigns. Defining"pro- thing. He apparently has been
fits" as life, abandoning responsi- endowed with the ability to make
bility for current foreign policy, a qualitative distinction between
accepting and praising everything the worth of a Vietnamese life and
for the sole virtue of existing, and an American life.
I had hoped in conclusion to quesjumping the bounds of logical
thought completely (profits- U.S. tion Mr. McLoughlin's equation of
=
A. honor among allies - honor our poor to our lazy. However
among men ???) did not appear when I found that he hales from
too much of a step in that direction. the renowned melting pot of Darien, Connecticut, and was educaCould I suggest that Mr. Mc-ted at the Pom'ret School, I
Loughiin not wade out of his ele- became convinced that his is the
ment again? I presume he makes voice of authority when the suba jim-dandy traveling salesman. ject is povex'ty.
WAYNE SLINGLUFF '69
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ROBERT EBENSTEIN '68

JACK VAUGHN, director of the Peace Corps, visited the College last Tuesday to discuss the Corps with individual students.
His visit, part of a three day recruitment drive on campus, resulted in 29 student applications. Also representing the Peace
Corps were Miss Mary-Ann Tirone and Brewster Perkins '65
who related their experiences in Africa and India respectively.
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Candles: Symbolic Curios
by Curia Regis
"What's with the candles?" The
big question on campus,
Ralph Oser '68 and Peter Otis
'69 started a "fad" two weeks ago
when they began carrying large
candles with them 24 hours a day.
The candles can be purchased in
the bookstore and the profits go
to a school for retarded children
near Hartford.
The idea behind the candles is
that, because students have a
tendency to get "too wrapped up in
themselves and their personal
problems," they need to "open
up." Carrying the candle symbolizes an effort to break out of personal shells and associate more
with all the people on campus.
JOSEPH COHEN and Lou Goverman take candle to Evelyn Wood
Otis expressed the belief that
the candle was more than a sym- Reading Dynamics course.
bol to other people, it is a symbol
to himself. He has found that,
since he started carrying the
candle, he has had opportunities
to speak with people he hasn't
associated with since his freshman year.
"The candle says
something to everyone who sees
it.
More than that, it's a conversation topic," he said.

Anyone can see... it's

Oser also stated that, although
"everyone's reason is different,"
all have found that lighting cigarettes for people and answering
their questions about the candle
has been one of the most rewarding results of carrying it,

5peaK Softly

Cany a "Big Wicf\

Otis cites giving a candle to
one of the women working In the
Cave as the most rewarding experience he has had to date. That
candle burned for three days at
the Cave cash register.

for Glasses!
Bishop's Corner
West Hartford
233-2668

45 Asylum St.
Hartford
522-5291

85 Jefferson Si.
Hurlfonl
52 7-60.18

Gardner . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
two police officers roll Klrcker
over onto his back and assault
him with night-sticks.
Gardner reports that the boy
was then dragged back over the
barracades into the federal building. It was learned later that the
boy was taken to the New Haven
court. His mother, Bertha Klrcker, who was also among the picketers, had herself arrested In order to find out in what condition
her son was, Shehadseenoffieers
striking both her son and her husband. Her arrest was not forceful.
Joshua Kk'cker informed Gardner on Saturday that his dazed state
was in part resulting from blows
to his ribs and stomach. He also
reported being sprayed with some
substance from a can which he
could not positively identify as
"mace." However, he claims that
he was threatened with the use of
"mace" tnslde the patrol wagon
for requesting that more air be
let into the van.
Gardner stressed that he was not
alleging brutality on the part of all
the policemen, most of whom, he
observed, acted with professional
restraint.
He is willing to testify that he saw
no act of a belligerent or threatening nature on the part of those
arrested, "It all happened, very
suddenly, but clubs and fists.were
flying , , , I saw no action on the
;part of any demonstrator that could
:; be interpreted: as counter-aggres*
slon," he reported;

.':•• ••..'.•.•; •;;••';• •

" P e o p l e moved,to cover their
faces with their hands and get their
. feet to the ground when they were :
being manhandled,1' he; continued;
Gardner says the, demonstrators
he saw arrested were willing to be
led away. Later on, a procedure
was worked out thatpermltted nonforceful arrests of demonstrators
who would step /across, a line into.
the hands of a waiting policeman.
Gardner feels confident that he can.
..document Ms case and prove that.
. some members of the New Haven
•police force were eagertoappiynot
only regulation ; night sticks, but
black jacks; and:in one instance, a
claw hammer, v ' • ' ' : :

MATHEMATICIANS:
What DoYou Know About

nsa?
The National Security Agency is a scientific and technological community unique
in the United States, perhaps in the world.
NSA is the Agency responsible for developing "secure" communications systems and EDP devices to transmit and
receive vital information.
YOU AND NSA
As a mathematician at NSA, you will
define, formulate and solve communlca-,
tlons-related problems, many of major
national significance. Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, finite fields,
probability, combinatorial analysis, programming and symbolic logic are but a
few of the tools applied by Agency;
mathematicians. They enjoy the full support of.NSA's completely equipped computer laboratory where many of them
become Involved in both the; hardware
and software of advanced computing
systems. Theoretical research is also a
primary concern at NSA, owing to the
-fact that the present state of knowledge :
in certain fields of mathematics is not •
sufficiently advanced, to satisfy NSA requirements. ;: ..-.•'
;• .•;•'••' "'•
:

IMAGINATION...
A REAL REQUIREMENT

SALARIES AND BENEFITS
Starting salaries, depending on education and experience, range from $7,729
to $12,873, and increases follow as you
assume additional responsibility. Policies relating to vacations, insurance and
retirement are liberal, and you enjoy the
advantages of Federal employment without the necessity of Civil Service certification.

Mathematical problems at NSA will seldom be formulated and handed to you,
the mathematician, for solution. Instead,
you will help define the problem by observing its origin and characteristics
and the trends of data associated with
it. You will then determine whether the
problem and data are susceptible to
mathematical treatment and, if so, how,
As you grow in your appreciation of this
approach to mathematical problems, and
the relationship of your discipline to
non-mathematical subject matter, both
your personal satisfaction and your
value to .NSA will increase, as will your
responsibility. •
: :

Another benefit is the NSA location between Washington and Baltimore, which
permits your choice of city, suburban or
country living and allows easy access
to the Chesapeake Bay, ocean beaches
and other summer and winter recreation
areas.
CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATES:
•

•

•

•

.

.

.

:

«

.

.

•

•

•

.

. .

CONTINUING YOUR EDUCATION?
Check with the Placement Office now to
arrange an interview with NSA repreNSA's graduate study program may persentaLves on; campus. The Placement
mit you to pursue two semesters of fuilOffice also has further information about
tlnie graduate/study at full salary. Nearly
g y ° o may u w H t e : °Wef, College
air academic costs are borne by NSA,
L B r a n c f l . National Security,
whose proximity to seven universities is
:
y, Ft. George G. Meade, Md. 20755.
an additional asset,
•, : "
. •
equal opportunity employer, M&F.

national security
y aqencv
inaMoBigtheessentia| J
• • • "hereiimm, ,aainaMoBigtheessentia|
S ^ T *
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TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
Special This Week

Trousers
39*

• One Day Service
« Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services

KEN PLATT
BS, Mathematics,
Penn State, joined the
1964 Bethlehem Loop
Course. Now he's a
computer specialist for the
Accounting Department.
Ken uses his mathematical
knowledge to program
financial, engineering, and p
mathematical problems'.
Ken is pursuing an
advanced degree under
Bethlehem's Educational
Assistance Program.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your,
placement office.
A/i Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BITHLEH1M
STIiL STEEL

• Expert- Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

Just around the corner for:
Convenience
Courteous Service
and Quality.

9

ZIOH

Beer & Liquors
9
Greeting Cards 9Buxton W fillets
9
Tirnex Watches • Cameras & Film
9
Money Orders •Pipes & Tobacco
9
Ladies'1 & Men's Cosmetics

Knock it off, Lester. I'm
trying to get some sleep.

W8Hillside^ ii«e.

Is there abest glass

for beer?
With some beers maybe the
glass doesn't matter. But when
the beer is Budweiser, our
brewmaster holds strong views.
"I like a glass with
plenty of room," he
says. "Size is more important than shape.
A big glass, say one
that'll hold a full bottle, is best."
A big glass gives
Budweiser a chance to
show off... lets you pour it
straight down the middle to
get a full collar of foam, (Those

tiny bubbles are the only beer
bubbles in America that come
from the natural carbonation
of Beechwood Ageing.) Another thing about a
big glass: it lets you
quaff the beer. And
who wants to sip,
when the beer tastes as
hearty as Budweiser?
That's about the
size of it! Choose any
kind of glass you want
...as long as it's big enough. (Of
course, we have our own opinion
on the best beer for the glass.)

Budweiset
.best reason in the world to drink beer
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC: . ST. LOUIS • NEWARK . LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

72
.1

"
. . .

Look, I've gut to Ix!
up c:irly lor tlin
tnlniiminil Diirl Toss.

4." V5,,,
Toll nio, Lustur,
what is ;ill this

going to get you?

Why couldn't I have
roomed with a
fun poison?

5. It's already gotten me a
grout job with Equitable.
Challenging work. Good pay.
Responsibility. And the
chance to move up to an
important management •
position.
Can they use a top-notch
dart thrower?

For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
,vrite: James L. Morice, Manager, College Employment.

The EQUiTABlE Life Assurance Society of the United States
'•

Home Office; 1285 Ave. a! the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

©Equitable 1867
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In the Air . . . .
(Continued from Page 6)
als do not weep over this because
only black poor suffer.
Second, during all rebellions to
date, personal violence lias been
done almost exclusively by police
and the army. To stop the violence, if not the theft of property
stolen in retribution, liberals
should stop ihe police.'
Third, the violence of rebellion
occurs fundamentally
because
white America has refused all
other pressures for racial equality. If the goal of equality is
legitimate, if there is no other
method of achieving that goal, and

if the continuing, increasing injustice of "law and order" is worse
than the violence of insurrection,
the rebellions are legitimate.
Those who defend the analogous
American Revolution or the French
Resistance against Hitler can
attack current black rebellions
only hypocritically. They could
better attack the causal conditions.
Most fundamental, however, is
this question to all whites: "What
would YOU do if you found yourself poor and oppressed under
the heel of black racists? Would
you be polite in asking for YOUR
freedom?"

SFC Faces Disband merit.
(Continued from Page 1)
offensive aspects of fraternities to
the "powers that be," who are
"bent on removing that system
from the campus."
TX's Perta agreed with Crile in
announcing his house's resolution
to withdraw pending rejection of
the proposal. Because TX neither
endorses nor participates in physical hazing, Perta explained, there was no reason why it
should "remain tied to a system
that was going down partly because
of Hell Week."
Perta emphasized that TX had
no desire to interfere with what
other houses did except when their
actions affected the whole system.

"When it affects us, then it's our
business," he stated.
Implicit in the arguments for
the proposal was the fear that " if
we don't change ourselves, the
College will make the changes for
us." Rosenberg stated that future
presidents would be more likely
to take action on fraternities than
the present Jacobs administration
has been. He warned "if we don't
agree to change radically very soon
we're not going to have any say
in it."
The final vote on a motion to
consider a motion on the abolition
of Hell Week passed by a margin
of one vote. Delta Phi, Delta
Kappa Epsilon, Psi U. and Sigma
Nu voted negatively.

Some say we specialize in power...
power for propulsion... power for
auxiliary systems... power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles... power for
marine and industrial applications...

t h e m right
And wrong.

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for
'we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company's success. We act
on that belief. .
. .
,'
:
r
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching fora little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
you could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success . . , if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D in'
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL . MARINE . INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING . PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY
• CERAMICS . MATHEMATICS . STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE . ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

And ive could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Christopher McCrudden '68, the
DKE representative, clarified his
negative vote saying that DKE
wanted the motion to be considered
next semester. The motion called
for consideration of the proposal
this week and a final vote before
Christmas
break.
McCrudden
claimed . that the new brothers,
Initiated the week before last,
would need more time to fully
understand the issue.
Marimow walked out of the meeting prior to the vote in protest
of what he termed the "selfish"
viewpoints being expressed by Psi
U. representative Stephen S. Rauh
'68 who pleaded "states rights"
and denied thelFC's right to evaluate the Psi U. pledge program,
Rauh further commented that the
"only reason I come to these meetings is to defend myself against
the criticism continually being
leveled at Psi U. "
The president's council proposal
that Phi Psi's Marimow found attractive has come under criticism
from several IFC members for its
lack o£ structure, To date the
discussions with Heath have assumed that there will be no need
for rules and regulations and that
the presidents will somehow be
able to work things out by themselves. Former TRIPOD chairman
Jeffrey E. Lucas -68 criticized
it for ignoring the central need
for a "workable constitution with
which changes would be imposed on
those houses that would otherwise
destroy the entire system to preserve their own autonomy."
Lucas said that whatever organization replaces the IFC must be
able to act with a simple majority or possibly two-thirds vote.
The unanimity clause in the present IFC constitution, he observed,
has been the "principal obstacle
to reform and cause of the organization's own approaching'demise."
By order of succession Phi Mu
Delta -representative Richard C,
Welton '69 should replace Rosenberg as president. Welton, however, has refused to accept the
chair and, as secretary, will set
up an election at the next meeting.
In a TRIPOD interview Sunday,
Rosenberg denied that his action
represented a grandstand play for
publicity.
He said, "I see no
prospects
for any progressive
moves within the present structure
of the IFC and felt I could no
longer be associated with an organization that was so inconsistent
with what I, in my own conscience,
felt was in the best interest of
the fraternity system."

Dr. Woetzel
To Lecture
Wednesday
Professor Robert K. Woetzel
of Boston College will give a
lecture on International Kidnapping December 13th at 8:15 p.m.
in Wean Lounge, According to
Government
professor
Albert
Gastmann, Dr. Woetzel's lecture
will deal with several of the legal
and political aspects of the Adolf
Eichmann, Moise Tsombe, and.
other so-called international kidnapping cases.
A professor of International
Politics and Law, Woetzel is presently the Secretary General of
the International Criminal Law
Commission.

HILTON HOTEL
Modern Barber Shop
for
Modern Men
Hair

Stylist
Cutting

Barbers,

Pratt & Wh itney fi i rcraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

fl

247-8386

and
Razor
for Men

2 Manicurists
Porter
249-5611-

The Complete Barber Shop
Corner of Ford and Pearl
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If your major
is listed here,
IBM would like
to talk with you
February 5th.
*V

Sign up for an interview at your placement office—even if
you're headed for graduate school or military service.
Maybe you think you need a technical background to work
for us,
Not true,
Sure we need engineers and scientists. But we also need
liberal arts and business majors. We'd like to talk with you even
if you're in something as far afield as Music. Not that we'd
hire you to analyze Bach fugues. But we might hire you to
analyze problems as a computer programmer.

What you can do at IBM
The point is, our business isn't just selling computers.
It's solving problems. So if you have a logical mind, we need
you to help our customers solve problems in such diverse areas

as government, business, law, education, medicine, science,
the humanities
Whatever your major, you can do a lot of good things at
IBM. Change the world (maybe). Continue your education
(certainly, through plans such as our Tuition Refund Program).
And have a wide choice of places to work (we have over 300
locations throughout the United States).
What to do next
We'll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing,
Computer Applications, Programming, Research, Design and
Development, Manufacturing, Field Engineering, and
Finance and Administration, If you can't make a campus
interview, send an outline of your interests and educational
background to J. E. Bull, IBM Corporation,
425 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. .10022.
We're an equal opportunity employer.
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$38?B£ A q u a m e n Win

Hoopsters Bounced Twice
As Williams, Clark Prevail

"•V^''"^,; Twice; Drown
WPI

KfiS&^vas

by judd Freeman

ward will be sorely missed if he
is unable to continue.
A decisive success is needed
against Coast Guard this Thursday on the Hilltopper court to
give the quintet the necessary
momentum to deal with upcoming
toughies like M.I.T.
The disastrous week was initiated by a trip to Willlamstown
to engage the Ephmen last Tussday. Except for a brief Trinity
lead, it was all Williams.
The Bantams simply could not
cope with their opponent's front
line which averaged over 6'5".
Taking advantage of an early departure through fouls by Trinity's
center, Jim Stuhlman, the Ephs
sprinted out to a 58-25 half time
margin.
Forced to concede the boards to
the enemies, Trinity was allowed
to bomb away from the outside.
For the second Saturday in a Unfortunately, the Bantams manrow, the Bantam Fencing Club aged to swish only 34% of 83 atbattled to a 14-13 victory, this tempts.
All of the Eph starters scored
time over SMTI at New Bedford.
With the match score dead- in double figures led by 6*4" Bill
locked at 13-13, Trio's John Gas- Drummond with 30 and 6'3" Jay
ton making his debut a heart-stop- Healy with 21, .
Trinity was paced by Pete Deper, outreached his opponent for
Prez, and Peter Clark who tallied
a 6-5 overtime epee win.
Once again the epee team pro- 16 and 14 points, respectively.
Tlie contest with Clark almost
vided the margin for victory as
they registered six bouts. Both seemed like a replay of the strugsabre and foil had disappointing gle with the Ephmen. Trinity slipafternoons with 4-5 records. After ped behind the visiting Cougars at
a very poor opening round, the the outset and let them grab a55visitors rallied to win five of 35 half-time lead.
their last six bouts arid the match.
The Bantams fought back to narGoing undefeated for the Bants row the gap to 83-76 midway
were tollman Ray Viscidi and co- through the final half, only to see
captain Emil Angelica, while epee- Clark ice the gams with a cojple
men co-captain Ken Button „ and of crucial buckets.
Chris Klemm were 2-1.
Arnie Reich spearheaded the
Coach Ken Shailer's swords- Cougar attack by dropping in 32
men squeaked by Dartmouth Colmarkers while Frank Tetrault adlege in the Washington Room, De- ded 20.
cember 2nd, to open the season.
Stuhlman proved to be the most
Trln, second in New England
last winter behind arcli-rival M. consistent blue-and-goldperformI. T.. recorded six wins in foil er by flipping in 23 points and
with stu Hamilton and Mike Lo- snatching 19 rebounds,
berg, victory in the epee unit with
Ted Zillmer also played a sound
Button and Klemm, and disappointment in the usual bulwarks of game in contributing 21 tallies.
If Trinity is to reverse its downthe fencing club, the sabre team,
with Angelica collecting the only ward trend, a better shooting mark
must be attained. The Hilltoppers
home team wins.
The team now has a break until have barely sunk 40% of their atJanuary 20 when they square off tempts from tlie field while the
against Holy Cross, but the cap- opponents have been able to net
tains hope to make good use of over 413%.
Defensive play must also be imthe time in between to "make the
next victory a bit more con- proved if Trinity expects to be
vincing."
victorious in future wars.
Plagued by Injuries to Captain
Bob Gutzman and Larry DuPont,
the Bantams suffered two convincing setbacks at the hands of
Williams, 107-70,
and -lark,
102-84, last week.
Gutzman is now definitely through
for the season as he undergoes
surgery this -week for his bad
knee.
DuPont's status is questionable
since his knee went out in practice before the battle with Clark
last Saturday. The big 6'2" for-

Trin Swords
Sharpen Up
WithSMIT

Pucksters Ice Wes, 7 - 1 ;
New/burq Shme
New hockey coach, Ray Batson,
happily watched his Trin regiment
:•-•..•slash through Wesleyan and old
. Trln coach, Bill Berry (now with
Wes),
7-1, at the Hartford Arena
Saturday night,
/ T h e impressive victory, highlighted by Tony Bryant's hat-trick,
•deflated any doubts.that the Hartford club had degenerated since
last winter's 8-2.sIate, A week ago
.--, tlie Rutgers skaters froze a
;> hastily-coihbineci Trin squad, 3-2,
: in the opener, Butgers fell vlc:• tfni to the Hllitappers, 6-0, a j«ear
ago, but .the Bantams entered this
j e a j ' s battle on only two days'
.practice and were plagued by 9
penalties and mismatched passes.
Tonight the informal squad meets
MIT in Cambridge and faces perennial power, New Haven College,
Friday at Choate in two tough contests.in the Wesleyan game Trin took
. an' immediate lead, on Bryant's
• close slap and a long screen shot
by:_Bill New.tey. Trinity com/pletely dominated play and kept
tlie pressure on the Cardinal goalie
for .most; of the night.
'• .John Mitchell sneaked a shot into
the Wes-net to end the period and
then both .Bryant and Newbury r e -

tallied on .effective passing to up
the slaughter to 5-0.
Ban'.am goaltender Sandy Tilney,
captain, was forced to make less
than 5 saves a period as the opposition couldn't generate any
sustained attack.
Freshman Mike Meyer stuffed
tha puck for the sixth score and
then Wes averted a shut-out with
a sloppy kicked-puck goal,
Tony Bryant took his hat-trick
and closed the Blue and Gold scoring with a solo dash around the
defense and a beautiful fake on the
goalie.
Only bad luck prevented the s e cond, line of Frank Stowell, Henry
Barkhausen and Kirk Marcwald
from scoring.
Freshmen, Meyer and Peter Lawrence anchor the third line and
Sheldon Crosby battles senior
Peter Johnson for the other slot.
John Milliken, Spike Birmingham; Ben Sloan, John Mitchell
and Peter Chick are fighting for
defensive positions. The goal,
of course, is still blockaded by
captain Tilney.
The fact that most of the linemen
,and defensemsn played together
last year is one of the main reasons why the outlook is so, optimistic.

I'VE GOT IT! Ted Zillmer (12) and Jim Stuhlman (32) soar above
Clark defenders in an effort to tip the ball in the basket. These
two men proved, to be the only consistent performers in a frustrating loss last Saturday.
(Taggsrt Photo)

Yearlings Strike Twice;
Wipe Out Williams, Clark
The year of the freshman in
Trinity sports continues Into the
winter season. The undefeated
frosh basketball team pushed this

Squash Team
Gutted, 8-1, in
First Efforts

record to 13-2 (a running score
excluding frosh runners) by clobbering Williams 78-63 and Clark
68-49, and stretching their own
record to 3-0.
Placing five players in double
figures and utilizing a tough defense, Joe Wilson's Baby Bantams
fought, back from an early five
point deficit to coast to an easy
68-49 win over the Clark JV team
Saturday night.
The Bantams,
trailing 9-4 in the early going,'
charged back to take a 44-30 lead
at half time.

Ct looks like another
tog,
hard squash season. The varsity
Bantams played two matches this
weekend against Navy and M.I.T.,
and lost them both by a score
Ron Cretaro led the charge,
of 8-1. Despite the losses, there
scoring
ten of his twelve points
is a ray of hope.
Friday, the men from Annapolis in this stretch. The Bantam detravelled to Trinity as the de- fense came to life in the second
fending national champions in half, holding Clark scoreless for
squash. They clearly showed why. . the first five minutes of the perEight of tlie nine individual matches iod., At this point, Bantam Coach
were no contest and Navy won Wilson put in the Trinity subs
most of their matches in straight and cold shooting from both sides
games. Only the play of Mike resulted. The Roland Gaudettecoached Scarlets attempted to
Beauty man gave the small but
fight back, but they couldn't overencnusiastic crowd something to
come the early Trinity lead and the
cheer about.
Beautyman, playing number Bantams coasted to a 68-49 victwo behind Malcom Hayward, sur- tory. In addition to Cretaro, other
prised his cocky opponent by Baby Bants in double figures included Tom Sasali, the game's
sweeping through the first game.
When the Navy opponent realized high scorer with 13, Ron Nusshe was in for a battle, he set- " baum. 12, Howie Greenblatt, 11
tled down to take the second gams. and Jim Wolcott. 10.
After Beautyman split the next
Bantam subs also greatly partwo games with the Midshipman,
he came out for the fifth and de- ticipated in the game at Williams
ciding garni? completely on the last Tuesday in which Trinity won
aggressive. Pressing his oppo- a surprisingly easy 78-63 victory.
nent into mistakes, Mik? won Fourteen points in the first half
the final 15-8, despite a few by Howie Greenblatt led the Hillquestionable "judgment calls" by toppers to an early lead which they
the Midshipman. Beautyman's vic- never relinquished, holding a tentory marked the first individual point bulge at halftime. The EphTrinity victory over Navy in sev- men were never able to stop the
eral years.
Trinity fast break which led to
Then on Saturday, the'Bantams their defeat. Once again Tom
went to M.I.T. only to get de- Sasali was high scorer with 18
feated by the same score. But the Points. Greenblatt had 16, and
match was much closer than the Nussbaum and Wolcott had 15
score indicates. Overall, 14 games each, which emphasizes the t r e went into overtime, but Trinity mendous balance and scoring
just could not seem to get the ability of Joe Wilson's dribblers.
crucial points as they dropped
12 out of the 14 overtimes. Even
then, the Bantams could have
pulled the msich out,
After Havward and Beautyman
lost in straight" games. Robb
Johnson, Pate Wiles, "Bob-HarThe Trinity freshman squash
rity, Norm Hannay, Pete Camobell, and Mike Ramsuer made" a team opens its season tomorrow
valiant attempt to pull the match against its roughest opponent of
the year, Yale, in a match at
out. Although Campbell, Hannay
and Ramsuer pulled out to 2-0 New Haven. In Yale, tlw Baby
leads, they .still dropped their • Hants face a team that has only
lost once to Trinity in freshman
matches 3-2. Typical of the
squash-last year. Coach Mike
closeness of ths games in general
MnnnvBO ^ n b e o u { (|
was Wiles' match. He • lost 3-1
but three of those games were
overtimes,
The Bantam racquetmen are headed by .Spencer Knapp of New
Only Bob Harrity TOs able to
salvage a win to keep Trinttv Canaan, w h o will be playing l n the
from being shut out. Utilizing excellent placement: shots Harritv
won his match 3-2.''
•
Despite the losses, and despite ".
the scores,.- the Bantams "have '
better material than in past years
and the' team should very easily '
surpass .last year's 2-12 record

Cub-racquets Open
Tomorrow at Yale
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> Coasties

R.P.I, and BowJoin will visit
Hartford this week in attempts
to blacken the varsity swimmers'
2-0 record. The four o'clock meets
will be swum in spacious Trowbridge Natatorium on Wednesday
and Friday.
All-American captain. Bill Bacon and junior Mike Wright each
churned to four individual victories
as the tank team grabbed victories
against WPI, 76-15, last Tuesday
night in Worchester and Coast
Guard, 58-36, Friday here.
In fact the Trin swimmers only
relinquished four of 22 first places
and managed seven first-second
slams in hammering their, early
season opponents.
Rougher water is expected
against RPI and especially Bowdoin, both tough rivals last winter,
Bowdoin surprised a sluffing Bantam .squad in Maine to hand Trinity its first defeat, 39-36.
The frosh swim mars open with
RPi here Friday.
Here are the results of the season openers:

AT WPI
400 yd. Medley relay: 1, Trinity (Monks, Davis, Merriman (Hendee T, 4:22.8.
200 yd. Freestyle: 1, Bacon (T),
2, Watts (T) 3, George (W) T,
1:56-6. Pool Record.
60 yd. Freestyle; 1, Wright (T),
2, Zitkay (W) 3, Rogers (W) T,
28.9.
160 yd. individual Medley: 1,
Merriman (T) 2 Johnson (W) 3,
Shaffer (T), T, 1:52.
Diving: 1, Dietrich (T) 2, Andrus (T) 3, Paukl (W); Winners
Points, 38.1.
200 yd. Butterfly: 1, Merriman
T, 2:52.7.
100 yd: Freestyle: 1, Wright
(T) 2, Hendee (T) 3, Rogers (T).
200 yd. backstroke: 1, Bacon
(T) 2, Monks (T) 3, Johnson (T),
T, 2:16.8.
200 yd. Breaststroke; 1, Shaffer (T) 2, Thomoson (T) 3 Payne
(W) T, 2:39.9
400 yd. Freestyle relay; 1, Trinity (Andrus, Smith, Hendee Watts,
T, 3:51.7.
500 yd. Freestyle: 1, Watts (T)
2, George (W) 3. Brinckerhoff
(T). T, 6:03.3.
WITH COAST GUARD

400 yd. Medley relay: 1, Trinity (Monks, Shaffer, Merriman,
Hendee) T, 4:10.6.
3-00 yd. Freestyle: 1, Bacon 2,
Watts <T) 3, Phillips, R.D. (CG)T.
1.57,2.
50 yd. Freestyle: 1, Wright (T)
2, Phillips, M. (CG) 3, Smith (T)
T, 22.8.
200 yd. Individual Medley: 1,
Smith (CG) 2, Merriman (T) 3,
Bedrick (T) T, 2:24.6.
Diving: 1, Brennan (CG) 2,
Thompson (CG) 3, Dietrich (T),
Winners Points, 288.58 (Coast
Guard)
200 yd. Butterfly: 1, Smith (CG)
2, Merriman (T) T, 2:41,5
100 yd. Freestyle: 1, Wright
(T) 2, Hendee (T) 3, Phillips D,C.
(CG)T, 53.3.
200 yd. Backstroke: 1, Bacon(T)
2, Wilson (CG) 3, Monks (T) T,
2:10.2.
200 yd. Breaststroke: 1, Ziegler
(CG) 2, Davis (T) 3 Lausmann
(CG) T, 2:37.0.
400 yd. Freestyle Relay: 1, Trinity (Bacon, Smith, Hendee, Wright)
T, 3:30.8,
500 yd. Freestyle: 1, Watts (T)
2, Curtis (CG) 3, Demello (CG)
T, 6:08.3.

Ski?
Head Standards with boots
and rent...the entire winter:
$25.00!!!
(69";
boots, size 10)
Contact Ric Hendee
278-4619, box 1514
or
the Tripod office

